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Abstract The Mertz Glacier Tongue (MGT) in East Antarctica lost ~55% of its floating length in February
2010, when it calved large tabular iceberg C28 (78 × 35 km). We analyze the behavior of the MGT over the
preceding 12 years using a variety of satellite data (synthetic aperture radar and Landsat imagery and Ice,
Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite laser altimetry). Contact of its northwestern tip with the eastern flank of
shoals from 2002/2003 caused eastward deflection of the ice flow by up to ~47°. This change contributed
to opening of a major rift system ~80 km to the south, along which iceberg C28 eventually calved.
Paradoxically, the seabed contact may have also held the glacier tongue in place to delay calving by
~8 years. Our study also reveals the effects of other, more localized external influences on the MGT prior to
calving. These include an abrupt sideways displacement of the glacier tongue front by at least ~145m
following an apparent collision with iceberg C08 in early 2002 and calving of numerous small icebergs from
the advancing northwestern front due to the “chiseling” action of small grounded icebergs and seabed
contact, resulting in the loss of ~36 km2 of ice from 2001 to 2006. The example of the MGT confirms the
need for accurate bathymetry in the vicinity of ice shelves and glacier tongues and suggests that the
cumulative effect of external factors might be critical to understanding and modeling calving events and
ice shelf stability, necessarily on a case-specific basis.

1. Introduction

As floating seaward extensions of fast-flowing ice streams and outlet glaciers, ice shelves and glacier tongues play
akey role in regulating themajorityof thedischargeofgrounded ice fromtheAntarctic Ice Sheet into theSouthern
Ocean. They do this by providing a back stress to the glaciers that constrains their flow (first proposed byMercer
[1968]), an effect also known as “buttressing.” Recent work has shown that changes in the rate of ice discharge
across the grounding line [De Angelis and Skvarca, 2003; Rignot et al., 2004; Scambos et al., 2004] are linked to
changes in ice shelf thickness and extent [e.g., Hellmer et al., 1998;Williams et al., 2002; Pritchard et al., 2012;
Depoorter et al., 2013;Rignot et al., 2013] due to reducedbuttressing capability of shrinking ice shelves [Dupont and
Alley, 2005; Joughin and Alley, 2011; Gudmundsson, 2013].

Ice shelves lose mass through basal melting and iceberg calving. While there has been progress in
understanding processes affecting increased basal melt rates of ice shelves [e.g., Holland et al., 2008; Jacobs
et al., 2011; Joughin and Alley, 2011], relatively little is known about mechanisms controlling iceberg calving
rates, e.g., rift formation and propagation [Fricker et al., 2005; Joughin and MacAyeal, 2005; Bassis and Jacobs,
2013; Walker et al., 2013]. The primary reason for this is that major calving events occur once every few
decades and satellite data suitable for studying the processes in detail are only available since ~1970. Better
knowledge of these processes is required to improve models of ice shelf/ice sheet coupled systems and
reduce current uncertainties in projections of ice sheet evolution and hence contributions to global sea-level
rise [Payne and Bamber, 2004; Bentley et al., 2007; Vaughan et al., 2013].

In this paper, we compile satellite and other data over the Mertz Glacier Tongue (MGT) for the 12 year period
leading up to the large calving event in February 2010 and show that the calving process was dependent on
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several case-specific “external” factors, which may complicate modeling efforts, both for large- and small-scale
calving. The MGT projects northeastward from the East Antarctic coast (Figure 1) as the floating extension of
a large outlet glacier that drains an area of ~83,000 km2 (or 0.8%) of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet [Rignot,
2002]. Its calving in 2010 produced a tabular iceberg ~78× 35 km in size (C28) [Young et al., 2010] and
transformed the coastal “icescape” of the region [Tamura et al., 2012]. Prior to 2010, the MGT had not
undergone a major calving for over 50 years [Frezzotti et al., 1998], so this was the first opportunity to study
the processes leading up to such an event using modern satellite data. This large-scale analysis complements
research carried out within the CRACICE (Cooperative Research into Antarctic Calving and Iceberg Evolution)
project [Legrésy et al., 2004; Lescarmontier et al., 2012; Mayet et al., 2013; L. Lescarmontier et al., Rifting processes
and ice flow modulation observed on the Mertz Glacier, submitted to Journal of Glaciology, 2015], while also
drawing upon it for broad fine-scale comparison. The focus of CRACICE is on high-resolution measurement
(based on GPS) and modeling of rift formation processes on the inner part of the MGT (within Box B in
Figure 1).

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Ice Velocity

We constructed a time series of ice velocities for the MGT from a sequence of calibrated satellite synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) wide-swath (ScanSAR) images separated by approximately 6month intervals for
1997–2009 (apart from early 2004 when no image was available). The area of interest extends northward
from approximately the coastline to the MGT tip; analysis of any velocity change and its implications
farther south and around the grounding line is beyond the scope of the current study. Details of the image

Figure 1. Radarsat ScanSAR image 2000_A from 5 March 2000 showing the floating Mertz Glacier Tongue, grounded
icebergs C08 and C09, the large slab of adjoining thick multiyear landfast sea ice, and the Mertz Glacier polynya. The
tracks of ICESat data used in this study are marked with thick white lines. The white crosses and numbers indicate
bathymetry measurement locations and values (in meters), respectively. Boxes marked A, B, C, and D correspond to the
regions in Figures 5, 8, 9, and 7, respectively. The inset map of Antarctica shows the location of the study area.
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sequence used, from Radarsat-1 (1997–2005) and Envisat (2005–2009; with approximately 1 year of overlap)
are shown in Table 1. For consistency, images were chosen from early March and late September (suffixes A
and B, respectively, in Table 1), or as close in time as image availability permitted.

We estimated the large-scale velocity field by tracking persistent features between the sequential SAR image
pairs using an image cross-correlation technique (see Giles et al. [2009] for details), based upon the Image
Correlation (IMCORR) technique of Scambos et al. [1992] with surrounding sea ice/ocean masked out. For this
purpose, sub-images over the MGT were extracted fromwide-swath SAR images which had been re-projected
using a polar stereographic projection (PSG) with a reference longitude of 0°. The remapped images are
therefore pixel arrays alignedwith the conventional PSG easting and northing directions, whichwe refer to here as
X and Y directions, respectively. The Y direction is marked by the dashed line in Figure 1 and is approximately
parallel to the major central linear feature on the MGT. However, since the glacier moves substantially sideways
during the 12year period spanned by the image set, there is no such thing as a “fixed” center line.

Given image coregistration to subpixel accuracy, estimated accuracy of ice displacement is approximately
±0.25pixels (1-σ [seeGiles et al., 2009]) on the best quality image pairs. Pixel sizes used are 50m for Radarsat and
75m for Envisat. A few of the Radarsat images have poor image contrast, resulting in greater displacement
errors and fewer IMCORR matches. The displacement vectors were derived on regular grids, with 16pixel
spacing for the Radarsat images and 11pixel spacing for the Envisat images. The full grids contained 86×152
locations for Radarsat images and 83×147 locations for Envisat images, the outer locations falling outside the
edge of the MGT.

Table 1. Information on the Radarsat-1 ScanSAR B Images (1997–2005) and Envisat ASAR Wide Swath Mode (WSM) Images (2005–2009) Used in This Studya

Year Image Name Date Reference Name Image Aspectb Δc (Days) Point P Speed (m yr�1) σ for ΔSpeed (m yr�1)

1997 R1_10421_621 2 Nov 1997_B │ - - -
1998 R1_12093_623 27 Feb 1998_A │ 117 1264 ± 77 88.0
1998 R1_15123_621 27 Sep 1998_B │ 212 1264 ± 43 60.2
1999 R1_17481_623 11 Mar 1999_A │ 165 1333 ± 55 75.3
1999 R1_20125_624 12 Sep 1999_B │ 185 1238 ± 49 69.2
2000 R1_22626_623 5 Mar 2000_A │ 175 1280 ± 52 67.0
2000 R1_25170_623 30 Aug 2000_B │ 178 1094 ± 51 63.8
2001 R1_27814_620 3 Mar 2001_A │ 185 1391 ± 49 70.2
2001 R1_30901_620 5 Oct 2001_B │ 216 1284 ± 42 64.6
2002 R1_32916_623 23 Feb 2002_A │ 141 1213 ± 64 90.7
2002 R1_36003_623 27 Sep 2002_B │ 216 1556 ± 42 84.5
2003 R1_38404_623 14 Mar 2003_A │ 168 1273 ± 54 90.7
2003 R1_40905_623 5 Sep 2003_B │ 175 1253 ± 52 90.5
2004d R1_46836_621 24 Oct 2004_B │ 415 1135 ± 21 55.8
2005 R1_48818_728 12 Mar 2005_A – 139 1259 ± 67 96.0
2005 R1_51605_728 23 Sep 2005_B – 195 1259 ± 45 84.0
2005e 20050308_215735 8 Mar 2005_A │ - - -
2005e 20050924_221147 24 Sep 2005_B │ 200 1308 ± 45 57.6
2006 20060302_221427 2 Mar 2006_A │ 159 1369 ± 57 74.3
2006 20060912_221721 12 Sep 2006_B │ 194 1666 ± 47 65.7
2007 20070306_221722 16 Mar 2007_A │ 174 1118 ± 49 64.9
2007 20070907_220312 7 Sep 2007_B │ 186 1461 ± 52 58.6
2008 20080306_221336 6 Mar 2008_A │ 181 1287 ± 50 57.9
2008 20080910_220452 10 Sep 2008_B │ 188 1321 ± 48 55.5
2009 20090307_221035 7 Mar 2009_A │ 178 1315 ± 51 55.7
2009 20090908_215611 8 Sep 2009_B │ 185 1617 ± 49 52.0

aImage aspect refers to the (approximate) orientation of the glacier tongue on the raw images; the lines refer to whether the satellite passes are ascending
(vertical) or descending (horizontal). Δ is the time interval (days) relative to the previous image, while the velocity magnitude of point P (see section 3.1) is in
the penultimate column (1σ errors). The final column is standard deviations of the differences between the individual IMCORR speeds at valid points and the
corresponding interpolated and smoothed versions (for the same time intervals). Operating in ScanSAR B mode, the Radarsat C-band (5.3 GHz, wavelength ~5.6 cm,
HH polarization) SAR product has a pixel size of 50m across a 500 km wide swath. In WSM mode, the Envisat C-band (5.3 GHz, wavelength ~5.33 cm, HH polarization)
ASAR produces a data product with a pixel size of 75m across a 405 km wide swath.

bOrientation of glacier tongue on image.
cElapsed time in days from previous image.
dNo first image available for 2004.
eEnvisat images for 2005 overlap with Radarsat.
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We also used the IMCORR technique to derive the displacement of a few additional points (not on the
regular grid) near the ice tongue front, to track the impact of abrupt external forcing, e.g., iceberg collisions.
IMCORR was used in a similar way to locate the large circular feature of the coastline in the upper right
quadrant of Figure 1, for precise image coregistration and enhanced accuracy in displacement retrieval.
Derived motions from both Radarsat and Envisat data for the overlapping period in 2005 were in good
agreement so the two time series were merged.

In addition, we used high-resolution GPS-derived velocities from a point ~80 km south of the MGT front,
on the northern side of the western rift (see Figure 1). These data, covering the period 15 November 2007
to 13 January 2008 (59 days), were obtained from the CRACICE project (see Lescarmontier et al. [2012]
for details).

2.2. Ice Extent and Surface Elevation

Changes in ice tongue configuration and rifts, and the timing and impact of contacts with various icebergs,
were determined through detailed inspection of the same 12 year time series of SAR images (Table 1),
supplemented by additional SAR imagery and high-resolution visible imagery from Landsat 7. Icebergs
generally appear as bright objects in SAR images [Massom and Lubin, 2006], and they were classified as
grounded if they remained stationary (in this case for periods of greater than or almost equal to ~6months).
Further information on rift evolution was obtained from the CRACICE data set (see Lescarmontier et al.,
submitted manuscript, 2015).

To investigate whether the two major transverse rifts (in Boxes B and C of Figure 1) were through-cutting and
to estimate the thickness of ice mélange within them, we used data from the Geoscience Laser Altimeter
System (GLAS) on the Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) in a manner similar to Fricker et al. [2005].
ICESat operated between February 2003 and November 2009 and carried a pulsed near-infrared laser that
estimated range to the surface within a 50–70m laser footprint at intervals of ~172m along track, the range
being converted to amean surface elevation [Schutz et al., 2005]. We obtained geolocated footprint locations and
surface elevations from Release 633 of the GLA12 product along two tracks (46 and 165), added back the tide
correction [Fricker and Padman, 2006], and corrected for both the saturation correction and the Gaussian-centroid
offset [Borsa et al., 2014]. We estimated freeboard elevations using the ocean adjacent to the front of the ice
shelf as a reference surface, i.e., we subtracted the average ocean height from the ice elevations; this eliminated
tidal effects and also the need to apply a geoid-ellipsoid elevation correction.

2.3. Ocean Bathymetry

Information on seafloor depth in the vicinity of the northern front of the MGT was obtained from point
bathymetric data acquired by R/V Nathaniel B Palmer in December 2000 to January 2001 [Jacobs et al., 2005].
Locations and depths are plotted in Figure 1. For information on the broader regional bathymetric setting,
see Domack and Anderson [1983], Barnes [1987], Leventer [1992], Porter-Smith [2003], Beaman et al. [2011],
and Mayet et al. [2013].

3. Results
3.1. Changes in Ice Velocity Field

The large-scalemotion of theMGT from 1997 to 2009 is shown in Figure 2, which depicts trajectories of an array
of points derived from the time series of IMCORR velocity analyses of the images in Table 1. A striking feature is
that the trajectories changed direction from 2002/2003 onward; blue dots are from the prechange epoch
(hereafter termed phase 1), while the red dots follow it. Clearly, the clockwise (eastward) rotation of the MGT
velocity field was a coherent large-scale phenomenon that increased with increasing proximity to the tip but
extended upstream as far as the rift system. The latter observation is also consistent with the discovery in the
59day CRACICE GPS data from late 2007 to early 2008, by Lescarmontier et al. (submitted manuscript, 2015), of a
pivot point of large-scale clockwise rotation in the vicinity of the developing western rift system.

Representative maps of 6-monthly mean X and Y components of the velocity field for five epochs from the
period 1997–2009 are shown in Figure 3. These confirm that the abrupt change occurred in the large-scale
flow pattern sometime in the latter part of 2002 or early 2003 (compare Figures 3b with 3c, and 3g
with 3h) and that the alteration in flow persisted in the large-scale dynamics of the MGT until its calving in
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2010. The approximate positions at
each epoch of the major rifts that
essentially formed the eventual calving
front are marked with black lines
in Figure 3.

Prior to the change and in phase 1, the X
component velocities (Figures 3a and 3b)
were consistent with the tendency of the
MGT to spread out laterally (Figure 2) on
exiting its coastal embayment (masked at
the top of the maps), as described by
Wuite [2006]. In phase 1, the flow in the
northern half of the MGT then veered to
the west of the main axis of the MGT
(blue dots in Figure 2), i.e., turning in an
anticlockwise direction, with increasingly
positive X velocity components toward
the MGT tip (Figures 3a and 3b). The
corresponding Y velocity components
show a west-to-east increase (Figures 3f
and 3g), demonstrating that this is a
rotation of the flow direction rather than
a shear deformation of the MGT. The
1998 epoch shown in Figures 3a and 3f is
typical of the flow between 1997 and
2002. The second and third epochs, 2002
(Figures 3b and 3g) and 2002/2003
(Figures 3c and 3h), bracket the major
change in flow, at least as captured by
our 6-monthly windows. The increase in
Y component velocities in 2002 above
preceding epochs (compare Figures 3f
and 3g) coincides with the opening,
farther to the south, of the existing
eastern rift and initial formation of the
western rift, with strong Y velocity
contrasts visible across each rift
(Figure 3g). The 2002 epoch also shows
an increase in speed and a slight

increase in the westward rotation compared to some of the preceding years (e.g., Figures 3a and 3f). The
relationship between changing large-scale dynamics and rifting is discussed later. It should be noted that the
X component velocities in the 2002 epoch (Figure 3b) include a considerable X displacement that occurred
abruptly, in an 18day interval at the start of the overall 216day window, apparently as a result of the collision
of iceberg C08 with the MGT, as discussed in detail in section 3.3. The Y component velocities received no
comparable boost.

In contrast, the pattern after 2002 until the end of the data period in 2009 (just prior to the calving) has flow
(Figure 2, red dots) with a significant rotation in a more easterly (clockwise) direction, i.e., a reversal in the
sense of rotation (compare Figures 3b and 3c–3e). Although this change in dynamics was most pronounced
toward the glacier front, it extended upstream as far as the rift systems.

Comparing 2002 with 2002/2003, the majority of the X component velocities essentially reversed sign to
become negative over much of the MGT (compare Figures 3b and 3c), with the tongue now veering more to
the east rather than west (Figure 2). At the same time, there was a large-scale general deceleration in the
Y component velocities, particularly along the eastern side, of ~500ma�1 (compare Figures 3g and 3h). This

Figure 2. Trajectories of an array of points on the MGT, calculated from
velocities derived by IMCORR feature tracking using SAR images in
Table 1. Squares denote the initial locations (2 November 1997) and
circles the final locations (8 September 2009), with dots corresponding
to dates of intermediate images analyzed. Red dots begin at 14 March
2003 (image 2003_A). The blue and red outlines denote the MGT on 2
November 1997 and 8 September 2009, respectively.
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indicates that the rotation of flow direction involved a considerable slowing of the eastern portion of the
MGT. After the initial relatively abrupt change between the 2002 and 2002/2003 intervals, the glacier tongue
adjusted to a generally consistent pattern in its velocity field (Figures 3d, 3e, 3i, and 3j), maintaining a new
heading to the E-NE that apparently persisted until the calving event. The last epoch presented, 2007–2008
(Figures 3e and 3j), is representative of the majority of the post-phase 1 epoch, while 2006 (Figures 3d and 3i)
represents one of the fastest flows and most easterly headings observed.

Results from the velocity analysis of a fixed point on the glacier front (marked P in Figure 4a) provide detailed
information on the abruptness, magnitude, and nature of the flow change. This is further illustrated by the
change in trajectory (dashed arrows) of two other locations on the MGT superimposed on the sequence of
background SAR images from phase 1 (1997 and 2002) and 2009. The point P displacement time series
(Figure 4b) shows that the post-2002/2003 phase in trajectory at this location was in fact characterized by two
distinct phases, referred to hereafter as phase 2 and phase 3 (equivalent velocities for point P are given in
Table 1). For phase 1 (November 1997 to September 2002), mean flow direction at P was to the NNE with no
major long-term deviation and no obvious seasonal pattern. With the onset of phase 2, themean trajectory of
P (and of most of the MGT north of the major rift system) deflected ~28.3° to the east and largely maintained
that track from late 2002 or early 2003 until October 2004. It then deflected a farther 18.5° to the east
(between late 2004 and early 2005). As such, the mean flow direction of the MGT front from 2004/2005 to
October 2009 (phase 3) was 46.8° to the east of what it was prior to September 2002. The glacier then calved
in February 2010.

The two vectors headed by crosses in Figure 4b represent a comparison of displacements for point P and the
GPS site (during the corresponding 59 day interval, i.e., the central third of the 2007_B to 2008_A epoch). This
confirms that clockwise rotation in flow direction extended south to at least the rift region and that the two
data sets are in good agreement (despite their wide separation).

The 1 sigma errors for the speed of point P listed in Table 1 suggest that the changes in MGT tip velocity
between image pair dates are significant. In the absence of validation data for our arrays of feature-tracked
velocities, uncertainties were estimated for individual velocity component measurements by taking the

Figure 3. Representative IMCORR-derivedmaps of velocities of the advancing MGT. X direction components for (a) 1998_A–1998_B, (b) 2002_A–2002_B, (c) 2002_B–
2003_A, (d) 2006_A–2006_B, and (e) 2007_B–2008_A (image details in Table 1).(f–j) Equivalent maps of the Y components. Component directions as indicated by
arrows. The approximate locations of the eastern and western rifts from SAR are marked as black lines. The western rift was not evident in the 1998 SAR images.
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standard deviation of the differences between individual values and the smoothed, interpolated fields used to
calculate the trajectories in Figure 2 and presented as representative examples in Figure 3. Interpolation and
smoothing applied a Gaussian weighting (2.5 km radius of half-height) to valid velocities. The corresponding
uncertainty estimates for speeds are presented in Table 1 for each correlation pair and indicate the variability in
quality through the sequence. The reduction in random errors that can be expected in the interpolated and
smoothed velocities also varies, depending on the density of validmatches, and naturally after smoothing nearby
velocities are highly correlated. Statistically, a reduction in uncertainty by a factor of ~5 would be expected.

Any tidal modulation of the ice motion would affect the instantaneous locations captured by a satellite.
However, the displacements here are measured over 6-monthly intervals and are accordingly several
hundreds of meters. There is little information about tidal influences on the MGT. A few days of GPS
measurements at the MGT tip in 2000 [Legrésy et al., 2004] suggest that tidal effects there on displacements
from each image pair could be a several meters along the main flow and less across flow, but GPS
observations around the southern rifts in 2007–2008 from CRACICE (Lescarmontier et al., submitted
manuscript, 2015) report significantly weaker tidal modulation, which they attribute to establishment of the
western rift. Given the small modulations expected relative to our overall displacements and the lack of
information about actual tidal modulation for each epoch and location, we have not made corrections for
tidal effects. We expect these effects to lead to different small systematic errors across the MGT for
displacements from each image pair.

3.2. What Caused the Change in Flow Direction?

It appears that contact of the advancing northwestern tip of MGT with the seabed was a major factor
affecting the two abrupt changes in glacier flow trajectory shown in Figures 2–4. Initial evidence comes from
a selection from our sequence of SAR images, focusing on the northwestern part of the MGT (the area
bounded by Box A in Figure 1) from November 1997 to September 2007 and shown in Figure 5. This shows
that a small iceberg marked GBerg (maximum dimensions ~2.7 km and 0.9 km, area ~1.7 km2) grounded on a
shoal just ahead of the advancing glacier front at some time between 12 September 1999 and 30 August
2000 and remained in the vicinity until at least late 2007 (Figures 5c–5l).

Figure 4. (a) Outlines of the outer Mertz Glacier tongue from Radarsat SAR images of 2 November 1997 (light gray) and 23
February 2002 (dark gray) overlain on an Envisat ASAR image from 7 March 2009. (b) The trajectory of point P (marked in
Figure 4a) over the SAR time series in Table 1, with the bold line signifying the Envisat time series. A cross indicates the
nominal location of the missing image in the Radarsat sequence (i.e., March 2004). The local Y axis here has a bearing of 34°
from north and the (0,0) point is 66.81°S, 146.21°E. The dashed lines are linear fits to the three phases of motion (see text).
Also plotted (from the origin) are displacement vectors for the CRACICE GPS (active during the central third of the 2007_B
to 2008_A epoch) and the point P over the same period, with a common rescaling for display purposes.
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That the northwestern tip of the MGT was approaching a shoal in the late 1990s to early 2000s is confirmed
by the point bathymetry measurements in Figure 1, which show water depths of 285–335m in this region.
These depths are within the range at which the MGT would be expected to come into contact with the
seabed. Hydrostatic inversion of ICESat-derived freeboard elevation along Track 165 (see Figure 1), using
estimated densities for ice and water of 900 kgm3 and 1028 kgm3, respectively, results in an estimated ice
thickness of 320m near the MGT front, which implies an ice draft of 280m. Recently, Wang et al. [2014]
suggest (unevenly) thinner ice at the margins of the MGT tip but show similar ice drafts to our estimate a little
farther in. As a further indication of a shoaling sea floor, the region directly ahead of the MGT is perennially
occupied by a line of numerous grounded icebergs (marked GBL in Figure 1) [Massom et al., 2001].

The MGT front, which was advancing at a mean speed of ~1.25 kma�1 based on our SAR analysis,
encountered GBerg sometime between August 2000 and October 2001 (Figures 5d and 5e). It then made
contact with the shoal holding GBerg between October 2001 and September 2002 (Figures 5e and 5f),
pushing GBerg forward (at a fraction of the MGT velocity) until at least 2004. GBerg then became stationary
(Figures 5i–5l) adjacent to the western margin of the MGT, which was now established in the more easterly
flow (phase 3). Comparison of the sequential change in location of the advancing northwestern front of the
MGT relative to a fixed point (Figure 5, white cross) confirms flow trajectory more to the east after 2003,
even more strongly so after 2004–2005. This coincided with the abrupt changes to flow phases 2 and 3
(see Figure 4b).

Additional evidence of the change from apparently unconstrained flow of the MGT to flow influenced by
seabed contact at its northwestern tip comes from examining Landsat 7 images of the region within the
white box in Figure 5l from 2002, 2008, and 2009 (Figure 6). This also throws light on the second abrupt
change in flow trajectory shown in Figure 4b and the effects of seabed contact on localized calving. In

Figure 5. (a–l) Time series of details from 12 Radarsat and Envisat SAR images of outer northwestern part of the MGT (the area bounded by Box A in Figure 1) for the
period 2 November 1997 to 7 September 2007. The white cross is a point of reference fixed in geographical space. The dashed lines in Figure 5j approximately
demarcate the amount of calving that occurred between October 2001 (Figure 5e) and September 2006 (Figure 5j).
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November 2002, at approximately the time the initial change in flow regime was occurring, there is little
surface expression of seabed contact, with the possible exception of a small ridge (a “berm”) near B1
(marked in Figure 6a) paralleling one of the ubiquitous transverse linear surface depressions (which may
correspond to basal crevasses) and the development of a longitudinal rift (marked SR in Figure 5d) aligned
with a surface depression leading toward the point labeled X. This berm develops close to the point where
the tip of GBerg was initially situated after grounding but prior to its contact with the MGT front.

In contrast, the later images (in phase 3 flow) show evidence of (i) strong localized rifting (including significant
transverse spreading) east of GBerg, (ii) development of new berms, and (iii) the formation of a second group of
small grounded icebergs (marked GB2) on an apparent shoal (Figures 6b and 6c). This iceberg group is an
accumulation of the shattered remnants of a localized part of the northwestern MGT tip which was apparently
peeled away by contact with the seabed. Iceberg debris field GB2 first formed between March and September
2004 (Figure 5h), implying that the northwestern tip of the MGT came into contact with a second shoal to the
east of the shoal holding GBerg (but roughly ahead in terms of the MGT trajectory) at about that time.

The pattern and evolution of these deformation features suggest that they may result from local seabed
contacts or stresses propagating from the area(s) of localized seabed contact near GB2. The berms (with
prominent examples B2′, B3′, and B4′ in Figures 6b and 6c) apparently form by localized compression (buckling)
at themargins of existing linear surface depressions (marked B2, B3, and B4 in Figure 6a). This initiation of berms
would be consistent with the advancing faces of basal crevasses encountering the seabed, but compressive
buckling also appears more generally when encountering the grounded icebergs of GB2. Also apparent is
development of back-propagating rifts over 10 or more kilometers (marked in Figures 6b and 6c). Again, this was
not present in the 2002 image (Figure 6a). From this evidence, we deduce that the coincident change to
persistent phase 3 in late 2004 to early 2005 (Figure 4b) occurred as a result of eastward (clockwise) deflection of
the advancing MGT via contact of its western edge with the eastern flank of the second shoal.

Contact with the second shoal and GB2 also had the effect of tearing the advancing ice tongue about its
northwestern tip. This damage can be seen in both the anticlockwise change in orientation of the
longitudinal rift marked F and G in Figures 6b and 6c and the opening of the apex region of berg and
mélange formed by the dashed lines. In contrast, the region of MGT east of the shear and mélange field
remained intact and showed no apparent signs of compressive buckling but deflected strongly to the left
(clockwise); this is shown by the progress of point T.

3.3. Collision With Iceberg C08

In late February to early March 2002, a larger tabular iceberg (C08, area 776 km2) collided with the
northeastern corner of the MGT (Figure 7). This iceberg calved from the Ninnis Glacier tongue (~150 km to the

Figure 6. Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) panchromatic imagery from the area within the white box
marked on Figure 5l, for (a) 21 November 2002, (b) 31 January 2008, and (c) 18 February 2009, showing ice with the
steering, tearing, and compressive deformation effects of a shoal and associated iceberg debris field GB2 on the advancing
northwestern part of the MGT.
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southeast) between 1980 and 1982, along with iceberg C09 (area ~340 km2) [Frezzotti et al., 1998]. Both were
grounded adjacent to the MGT (see Figure 1) between 1989 and 1991 [Wendler et al., 1996]. In 1998, the
inner berg (C09) split into two parts, with the northern section drifting away and the remaining part following in
early November 2000 [Massom, 2003]. This permitted C08 to pivot westward about its southern extremity
(presumably a grounding point) and strike the northeastern part of the MGT in early 2002; the approximate
geographical point of contact is shown in Figure 7d.

The effect of this collision was abrupt, as shown through examination of the X and Y components of
displacements of point locations P (marked in Figures 4a and 7a) and A (marked in Figure 7b) in a sequence of
SAR images from the periods leading up to, during, and after the event. Displacement results for a set of
four image pairs spanning the collision period are shown in Table 2. To better resolve this event, we included
an additional image (not listed in Table 1) for 13 March 2002, which is the closest approach of C08 captured in
our SAR imagery (Figure 7d).

During the 18 days between 23 February 2002 (image 2002_A) and 13 March 2002, point P moved ~160m
(~3.2 pixels) in the positive X direction (point A moved ~145m in the same direction). This compares to an
expected X displacement of about 15m, based on the mean displacement history over the previous
1433 days (i.e., 1997_B to 2001_B). There are no indications of abrupt Y displacements (Table 2). The collision
thus appears to have knocked the outer part of the MGT to the northwest by an additional ~130–145m.
This occurred prior to the change in flow regime from phase 1 to phase 2, although setting it in the
context of the large-scale redirection that occurred within the following year is difficult. In the 4–5 month
period immediately prior to the C08 impact, the motion of points A and P had been almost directly along the
Y direction. After the abrupt displacement observed in February–March 2003, a farther positive displacement
in X of 180m was registered over the 198day interval from 13 March 2002 (2002_A) to 27 September 2002
(2002_B), with a flow direction much closer to the general phase 1 trend (the corresponding X displacement of
point A was ~270m). The collision was not necessarily over by 13 March, and one even has to consider the
possibility of some prompt rebound by the MGT after the C08 collision. All we know is that image 2002_B

Figure 7. (a) Part of a Radarsat ScanSAR image from 23 February 2002 showing iceberg C08 and the northeastern part of
the Mertz Glacier Tongue, from the region corresponding to black Box D in Figure 1. (b–f ) Sequence of mapped ScanSAR
images of the boxed region marked in Figure 7a, from 5 October 2001 to 14 March 2003. Figure 7d shows contact
between iceberg C08 and the glacier tongue. The white cross is a point of reference fixed in geographical space.
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represents the extremity of positive X displacements captured in our image sequence before the major change
in large-scale flow direction.

Comparing Figures 5e and 5f reveals that during the period from October 2001 to September 2002, there
was calving at the western margin of the MGT tip, i.e., to the west of the rift marked SR in Figure 5e.
Inspection of the 23 February and 13 March SAR images used for the detailed displacement analysis above
shows that a considerable fraction of this loss occurred during that 18 day period. It is not clear how
this might connect to the C08 impact. One could speculate whether the abrupt westward shift associated
with the collision interacted with seafloor contacts to trigger calving, but there are no signs that the region
in question was in contact with the seabed.

3.4. Rift Formation and Evolution

On the larger scale, the coherent change to clockwise rotation in the flow of the advancing MGT after
2002/2003, apparently following seabed contact, appears to have strongly influenced the development of
the two major transverse (ultimately conjoined) through-cutting rifts ~80 km south of the MGT front. The
2010 major calving event took place approximately along these rifts, following the movement of iceberg
B09B and its contact with the MGT [Young et al., 2010; Mayet et al., 2013]. To investigate the broad-scale
temporal relationship between MGT trajectory change and rift opening, we examined time series of SAR
imagery from 1997 to 2009 within the areas demarcated by Boxes B and C in Figure 1. These are shown in
Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

A discernible western rift first appeared in our SAR imagery between February 2002 (image not shown)
and September 2002 (Figure 8b). Subsequent rift widening and eastward propagation (Figures 8b–8f) are
consistent with the observed clockwise rotation in the large-scale MGT trajectory field (shown in Figures 2
and 3). Particularly rapid rift widening occurred after late 2004, i.e., following the second eastward shift in
flow trajectory shown in Figure 4b. This is consistent with the clockwise deviation in MGT flow as far back
as the rifts shown in Figure 2 (the rifts lie between the second and third top rows of point trajectories).
High-resolution analysis of GPS data by Legrésy et al. [2010] and Lescarmontier et al. (submitted manuscript,
2015) showed the western rift to be opening at an average rate of 0.12md�1 in early 2007. Also, the directions
of the velocity vectors derived from two GPS stations deployed on either side of the rift differed by an angle
of 35°. These studies proposed that the observed changes in the western rift (and eastern rift, see below) at that
time, and the difference in the velocity vectors, could be explained by a rotation of the outer part of the
MGT tongue about a pivot point situated between the rifts.

In contrast, the eastern rift was already well established in 1997 (Figure 9a), and its opening from then until
late 2002 (Figure 9b) is consistent with the initially anticlockwise rotation of the mean large-scale flow
field (Figures 3a, 3b, 3f, and 3g). Strong westward propagation of the rift tip occurred after the change in
large-scale flow pattern (Figures 9c and 9d). Lescarmontier et al. (submitted manuscript, 2015) show that a
rapid increase in the surface area of the established eastern rift (i.e., widening) coincided with the abrupt
initiation of the western rift in 2002 and that the area of the eastern rift decreased after late 2003 while
the western rift continued to widen. Once again, this behavior is consistent with the observed change to
clockwise rotation of MGT flow trajectories. The opening of both rifts in 2002 can be seen in Figure 3g as a
rapid increase in the Y component velocity across them.

Table 2. Displacements (in dX and dYComponents) of Points A (Marked in Figure 7b) and P (Marked in Figures 4a and 7a)
Over Four Intervals from 5 October 2001 to 14 March 2003a

Point A Point P

Date Range Days dX dY dX dY

5 Oct 2001 to 23 Feb 2002 141 �0.05 ± 0.02 10.05 ± 0.04 0.60 ± 0.05 8.75 ± 0.15
23 Feb to 13 Mar 2002 18 2.85 ± 0.03 1.40 ± 0.06 3.15 ± 0.04 0.80 ± 0.03
13 Mar to 27 Sep 2002 198 5.35 ± 0.03 15.55 ± 0.03 3.60 ± 0.05 16.25 ± 0.05
27 Sep 2002 to 14 Mar 2003 168 �3.00 ± 0.04 9.40 ± 0.05 �5.40 ± 0.03 11.15 ± 0.04

aUnits are in pixels (Radarsat 50m), and errors given by the IMCORR fits are to 1σ.
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Analysis of ICESat surface elevation data acquired across the rifts (Figures 8c and 9d), and shown in
Figure 10, suggests that the eastern rift was filled year-round by a mélange of snow and ice, whereas
there was only thin sea ice (or open water during melt periods) in the western rift. Following Fricker et al.
[2005], we estimated the freeboard height of mélange within the eastern rift to be 12.1m; this
corresponds to an estimated mélange thickness of ~33.0m. We achieved this by subtracting the mean
ocean elevation based on 15 GLAS footprints seaward of the ice front acquired during the March 2009
repeat of Track 165. The presence of mélange in the eastern rift but not the western one (Figure 10) is
likely due to the eastern rift being older and permanently enclosed (see Figure 1) by the “slab” of very thick
multi-year landfast ice [see Massom et al., 2010], whereas the western rift was newer and connected to the
persistent Mertz Glacier polynya and accordingly was seasonally free of sea ice (compare Figures 8 and 9).

High-resolution Landsat 7 imagery from the area within black Box C in Figure 9b and straddling the two
rifts (Figure 9e) shows that by late 2002, the eastern and western rifts were already virtually conjoined, i.e.
separated by an ice bridge only ~450m wide (indicated by an arrow). Why calving did not take place until
2010 is discussed in section 4.

3.5. Effects of Small Grounded Icebergs and Seabed Contact on Localized Calving

After it grounded, GBerg became wedged into an existing secondary longitudinal rift (SR) of the MGT as it
advanced, at some time between August 2000 and October 2001 (Figures 5d and 5e). The interaction of
the advancing MGT with GBerg (and possibly seabed contact) had the effect of shaving/chiseling off an
estimated 16.1 km2 of the northwestern corner of the tongue between 5 October 2001 and 24 October 2004
(estimated by comparing the SAR images). Additional ice loss of ~20.3 km2 between 24 October 2004 and
12 September 2006 appears related to the concentrated stresses within the northwestern tip of the MGT
after it encountered the second shoal and associated grounded bergs GB2 (Figures 5i–5l, 6b, and 6c). The
approximate amount of calving between October 2001 (Figure 5e) and September 2006 is shown by the
dashed lines in Figure 5j.

4. Discussion

The chronology of changes experienced by the MGT in the 12 year period leading up to its calving, and the
set of external factors responsible, is shown in Figure 11. Of particular note are two abrupt yet lasting
eastward changes in the direction of large-scale flow: in late 2002 to early 2003 and again in late 2004,

Figure 8. (a–f ) A sequence of SAR images from the region within Box B in Figure 1, showing the evolution of the western rift
from 2 November 1997 to 7 September 2007. In Figure 8c, the black line approximates ICESat track 46, not to scale (from 12
October 2004), with the track and image being only a few days apart; see Figure 10a.
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cumulatively by ~47°. We propose that the first abrupt change occurred after the northwestern extremity
of the MGT came into contact with the sloping eastern flank of a shoal in late 2002 to early 2003. The
resulting forces had the effect of steering or deflecting the advancing tongue eastward rather than simply
creating some basal drag. This explains the clockwise rotation of the flow field, involving the reversal of the
sign of X components of velocity and the respective decelerations and accelerations of flow in the Y
component along the eastern and western portions of the MGT.

The second change occurred after the northwestern MGT tip encountered a second small shoal and then an
associated grounded iceberg debris field (itself generated by the contact). Indications of grounding became
steadily more evident, including formation of new berms farther south than the first, presumably as thicker
ice approached the shoals. This contact led to development of a variety of stresses, which caused strong
localized rifting and compressive buckling of the northwestern MGT over a scale of tens of kilometers from
the region of contact. At the same time, the margin of the northwestern ice tip tore apart as it sheared
past the obstruction. The western edge of the northwestern tip was turned toward the west to heavily
deform and calve, while the bulk of the MGT (to the east of the obstruction) was deflected eastward,
showed little or no signs of local deformation and remained intact. This suggests that this second major

Figure 9. (a–d) A sequence of SAR images from the region within Box C in Figure 1, showing the evolution of the eastern
rift for the period 2 November 1997 to 7 March 2009. In Figure 9d, the black line approximates ICESat track 165 (from 25
March, 2009); see Figure 10b. (e) Detail from a Landsat 7 panchromatic image from 21 November 2002 from the
approximate area demarcated by the black box in Figure 9b, showing the narrow band of ice (marked by an arrow)
separating the western and eastern rifts at this time. The white dashed line demarcates the approximate western limit on
the Landsat ETM+ image of the black box shown in Figure 9b.
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change in clockwise rotation of
large-scale flow trajectory, in late 2004,
was also largely a deflection of the
advancing northwestern part of the
MGT by the sloping eastern flank of
a shoal.

The apparent collision of large iceberg
(C08) with the northeastern side of
the MGT in early 2002 represents
another external factor that may have
contributed to the initial seabed
contact of the MGT with the first shoal.
This knocked the outer part of the MGT
to the northwest by an additional
~145m (or more) over a short period,
which may have contributed to
increasing the localized contact of the
northwestern margin of the MGT with
the eastern flank of the shoal—to affect
its initial eastward deflection. This
illustrates how a “far-field” glaciological
event—in this case the calving of the
Ninnis Glacier in 1980–1982 [Frezzotti
et al., 1998]—may have indirectly
affected the dynamics of the MGT,
~120 km to the west and two decades
later. It also suggests that different
elements of the coastal cryosphere
should not be treated in isolation and
that complex interactions occur on
decadal and other timescales [see also
MacAyeal et al., 2008].

Paradoxically, we suggest that the localized MGT-seabed contact both contributed to and also delayed
the major calving of C28. On the one hand, the clockwise rotation propagated tens of kilometers
upstream to affect development of the major rift system which constituted most of the calving front. On
the other hand, retarding forces from the seabed contact of the northwestern extremity of the MGT with
the eastern flanks of shoals may have prevented the (westward) drift away (i.e., calving) of C28 by up to
8 years. The western and eastern parts of the through-cutting rift system had virtually coalesced by
late 2002 but the actual calving (of nascent iceberg C28) did not occur until 2010. When C28 finally
calved—in response to another external factor, i.e., the movement in 2010 of iceberg B09B (see Young
et al. [2010] and Mayet et al. [2013] for discussion of oceanic and other factors involved)—it did not
immediately drift away but rather pivoted about its northwestern corner [Mayet et al., 2013]. This is
further evidence of localized seabed contact at its northwestern extremity.

Another factor potentially contributing to the delay in calving was the mechanical “binding” and stabilizing
effect of the extensive slab of very thick multiyear landfast sea ice (up to tens of meters thick and decades
old) attached to the eastern margin of the MGT (Figure 1), as discussed by Massom et al. [2010]. The thick
fast ice could have combined with the seabed contact at the northwestern MGT tip to hold the tongue
together after the rifts coalesced, i.e., after 2002. Although the area of thick fast ice halved in the 4 years
following the ungrounding and drift away of C08 in early June 2002 [Massom, 2003; Massom et al., 2010], it
remained attached to almost half of the eastern flank of the MGT and continued to enclose the eastern rift.
The extent to which the thick fast ice, and its subsequent partial removal, affected flow dynamics of the
MGT is unknown, and requires further study, althoughMassom et al. [2010] showed that the fast ice advanced

Figure 10. Surface elevation profiles (ice freeboard in meters) derived
from one pass each of ICESat (a) Track 46 and (b) Track 165 over the
western and eastern rifts, respectively, and corresponding to the tracks
marked in Figures 8c and 9d, respectively. These data show that the
western rift was either open to the ocean surface or contained a thin ice
cover, while the eastern rift was filled with a significant thickness of
mélange.
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and deformed with the MGT. Strong
mechanical coupling with fast ice
represents another potentially
important and regionally dependent
factor that is not currently considered in
ice sheet or iceberg calving models.

Themélange present in the eastern rift is
a further possible glaciological influence
on the mechanical integrity of the MGT
in the years leading up to calving.
Studies in other parts of Antarctica have
concluded that a mélange of icy material
within rifts could be of sufficient
mechanical integrity to transmit stress
from one rift wall to another and that the
presence of marine ice can act as a
binding material that decelerates or
even halts rift enlargement and
propagation [e.g., Hulbe et al., 1998;
MacAyeal et al., 1998; Larour et al., 2004;
Khazendar et al., 2009]. This could partly
explain why the eastern rift opened
(widened) more slowly than the western
rift but lengthened relatively rapidly
(Lescarmontier et al., submitted
manuscript, 2015), although the effect

may in this case be secondary compared to the change in ice tongue trajectory (and possibly the presence
of the fast ice slab). Additional work is required to investigate the role of the east–west contrast in the
presence/absence of rift mélange in the integrity of the MGT in the decade or so prior to its calving.

While our focus has been on the broad scale, high-resolution results from the CRACICE program have also
highlighted the importance of finer-scale processes in the rifting process of the MGT. These include natural
vibrations of the floating glacier tongue [Lescarmontier et al., 2012], ocean current-induced lateral hinging
(Lescarmontier et al., submitted manuscript, 2015), and tidal current effects [Legrésy et al., 2004]. Clearly, such
processes could be important in concert with the large-scale external factors reported here.

In addition, we have highlighted a number of small-scale calving mechanisms related to bathymetry and
generally not considered in calving models. Calving of an estimated 36.4 km2 of the northwestern tip of the
MGT, in the form of numerous small- to medium-scale icebergs, took place over a 5 year period after it
came into contact with (i) a small grounded iceberg (GBerg), (ii) a shoal (causing localized ice compression,
buckling, and shear), and (iii) resultant grounded iceberg debris (including GB2). While GB2 material
originated locally from the MGT, GBerg came from a different (unknown) glacier, i.e., another “far-field”
(calving) event. The wider prevalence and importance of these types of (small-scale) calving mechanisms
around Antarctica, involving interaction of these two different cryospheric “elements” (icebergs and glacier
tongues/ice shelves) and seabed contact, is unknown and deserves further work.

5. Conclusions

Using a combination of data, we have shown that the MGT exhibited major and at times fairly abrupt
changes in large-scale aspects of its surface velocity field, flow dynamics, and physical characteristics in the
12 year period leading up to the major 2010 calving event. Rather than simply advancing, the MGT was
strongly affected by a complex sequence of external factors over this period. Of key importance is that the
ice tongue came into contact with the seabed as it advanced and that this greatly influenced its large-scale
velocity field and both the nature and timing of calving. The nature of these compressive and rifting
deformations of the MGT, and its deflection past stationary obstructions, demonstrates that sea bed contact

Figure 11. Schematic timeline of major events discussed in the text.
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can produce more dramatic changes in the flow of an ice shelf or glacier tongue than the mere application
of a modicum of basal friction. Findings presented here are relevant to research on the role of ice rises, ice
rumples, and other contact/pinning points on the dynamics and stability of ice shelves. This study also
underlines the crucial need for more accurate bathymetric data in the data-sparse Antarctic coastal zone.

The complex set of interrelationships described here are case specific, and different factors will present
themselves in other locations where large-scale calving will occur, e.g., in the well-documented evolution
of the “loose tooth” rift system on the Amery Ice Shelf [Bassis et al., 2005; Fricker et al., 2005]. Nevertheless, our
results suggest that external factors can strongly affect ice tongue (and ice shelf ) dynamics, the nature and
timing of iceberg calving (both localized and large scale), and ultimately ice tongue and ice shelf stability.
External factors range from site-specific but fixed features such as coastal bathymetry, through influences
from other aspects of the Earth system, like fast ice [Massom et al., 2010] and ocean currents [Legrésy et al.
[2004]; Mayet et al., 2013], to the intrusion of icebergs-both the “wildcards” of large iceberg impacts and the
potentially statistically manageable effect of more common small grounded icebergs (both locally and
remotely produced). These factors in turn act on the internal dynamics of floating ice, influencing rift
initiation and growth, and have a cumulative effect on longer-term glacier tongue strength or fragility.

Such factors are not currently considered by efforts to develop improved mathematical or physical models of
the Antarctic Ice Sheet margin calving process for implementation into ice sheet models [e.g., Bassis, 2011;
Bassis and Jacobs, 2013]. We suggest that, although challenging, the inclusion of more of these case-specific
factors (and cross-cryosphere interactions) into modeling efforts is critical to accurate assessment of how
glacier tongues (and floating ice sheet margins in general) calve and prediction of their likely response to
projected climate change and variability.
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